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Introduction(
The main premise of this book is that when the Trilateral Commission was founded in 1973, it
quietly adopted a modified version of historic Technocracy to create what it called a “New
International Economic Order.” As a result, Technocracy is now the dominant meme of global
transformation. This book connects the dots on the largest, most insidious and most wrenching
transformation of global society that the earth has ever experienced.

Chapter(1(<(The(Backdrop(for(Technocracy(
Ideas matter. Giving a short background on the philosophies that gave rise to Technocracy is
essential, including Positivism, Scientism, Progressivism, Darwinism, and Fascism.

Chapter(2(<(From(Passion(to(Meltdown((1920<1940)(
The historical record of early Technocracy from the 1920s and 1930s was not well preserved. The
author spent hundreds of hours pursuing original research in university archives and on-location
visits. This provides a chilling view of what was done, by whom, and to what ends.

Chapter(3(<(The(Trilateral(Commission(
The author and the late Professor Antony C. Sutton have been the de-facto experts on the
Trilateral Commission, its members and policies since the late 1970’s. This chapter traces the
activities of this group and its members, to show their involvement in modern Technocracy.

Chapter(4(<(Transforming(Economics(
The Trilateral’s New International Economic Order, based on historic Technocracy, is using
Sustainable Development and Agenda 21 to create a new, post-capitalist “green economy” that is
based on energy production and consumption. This chapter details this transformation.

Chapter(5(<(Transforming(Government(
To facilitate the new “green economy”, it is necessary to transform government to be compatible.
This was started by Trilaterals Bill Clinton and Al Gore with their “Reinventing Government”
initiative during the 1990s.

Chapter(6(<(Transforming(Religion(
Efforts to align the various ecumenical religions of the world into a single system that would be
compatible with a transformed economic system and government is well underway. This chapter
details the movement, including the spread of religious humanism through the Aspen Institute for
Humanistic Studies, currently known as the Aspen Institute.
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Chapter(7(<(Transforming(Law(
Traditional Western Rule of Law is incompatible with Technocracy’s new system of governance
and economics. This chapter analyzes Reflexive Law and how it is being used to implement and
enforce the terms of Technocracy.

Chapter(8(<(Transforming(Energy:(Global(Smart(Grid(
Technocracy requires ironclad control over the production, distribution and consumption of energy.
Smart Grid implemented in the U.S. is based on smart meters that communicate with home
appliances and with local utilities up to the Department of Energy in Washington, D.C. This chapter
also shows how the global smart grid is rapidly being implemented to tie all continents together.

Chapter(9(<(The(Total(Surveillance(Society(
Technocracy also requires complete surveillance and monitoring of all activity within the new
economic/political system. The push for Total Information Awareness is a direct result of
technocrats creating the infrastructure for the comprehensive crossover to Technocracy.

Chapter(10(<(Transforming(Humanity(
If the pillars of society are transformed (economic, political, religious), then the next step is to
transform humanity itself. This chapter provides a brief introduction to what is means to be
Transhuman, and what Transhumans are doing, through science and technology, to achieve
immortality and omniscience.

Chapter(11(<(Taking(Action(
How can Technocracy be rejected? This chapter details why we have had no success in turning
the tide of societal transformation and why we must pursue a very different strategy than merely
focusing on legislative and state or national election issues.

Chapter(12(<(Conclusion(
Wrapping it all up, this chapter shows how China, the European Union and other nations have
already been transformed into a Technocracy and what it means to us. American’s rejected
Technocracy in the 1930s and they could do so again, but only if Technocracy is seen for what it is:
A direct path to scientific dictatorship and totalitarian control.

Bibliography(
An extensive list of books and papers relating to Technocracy, the Trilateral Commission and
globalization.

Appendix(I(<(Transforming(Christianity(
This chapter exposes the connection between Peter Drucker’s beloved philosophy of
Communitarianism and the modern megachurch movement. A non-Christian, Drucker teamed up
with Christian businessman Bob Buford, to revitalize Buford’s Leadership Network organization.
Early Drucker disciples include megachurch pastors Rick Warren and Bill Hybels.

Appendix(II(<(1979(Interview(with(Director(of(Trilateral(Commission(
This is a transcript of a 1979 radio interview with George Franklin, Coordinator of the Trilateral
Commission, Antony C. Sutton and the author. It gives a window into the evasive and illusive
nature of the Trilateral mindset.

For interviews, contact Patrick Wood – pwood@augustforecast.com
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